
Financial Analysis
Unlock the power of interactive data to gain insight

Using Visualization to Analyze
Data and Make Decisions

Our easy to use data visualization turns
raw, immense financial and non-
financial data into a universally
consumable form to facilitate

discussions and decision making.

Explore Financial Data with 
 Purpose-Built Financial Charts
Access a broad set of data for financial
analysis and benchmarking. A rich set
of interactive charts is purpose-built

for accounting and finance
professionals.

Tell Stories to Communicate
and Persuade Effectively

Stop being an Excelholic, uses stories
to communicate and persuade

effectively. Create shareable data
cards that combine visualization and

thoughtful narratives.



idaciti Analysis helps you create data charts and weave them
into compelling, action-inspiring narratives

 

Easily visualize data with a rich set of interactive charts providing intelligent
financial analysis — evaluate performance, find new customers, judge a company’s
prospects, or better understand how a business benchmark against its peer group.
 

Meet idaciti.

Rich Set of Interactive Charts for Financial
Analysis
 
In addition to a set of simple charts, we
provide a set of benchmark-ready charts
enable you to build peer analysis with a few
clicks. A Scatter plot can help you discover
outliers. The drill-down chart is both intuitive
and powerful in performing segment analysis
across selected companies.

Change the way your organization
discovers and communicates with data
 
What can you see and learn when you’re able
to explore trends and make predictions with
data from all public companies? Analytics is
no longer a luxury; it’s a necessity to survive
and thrive in the ever-changing business
world. idaciti helps you to stay competitive
in the digital age.

Empower You and Your Team to Identify
Insights Quickly
 
You don't have time to wait for the charts and
graphs to refresh. You can query an immense
amount of data through Idaciti's proficiently
designed platform, so no matter how
complex the query, results are always
returned in seconds!

Not just data, every data point can be
traced back to the source document
 
We have all been asked this question:
"where does that data come from?". Data
traceability underpins the validity and
credibility of your analysis. With idaciti,
every data point can be linked back to the
source document, including complex
formula-based calculated data points.

Access to the comprehensive set of
financial and non-financial data
 
Withe over 5,000 normalized terms ready
for analysis, you have access to both
financial and non-financial data curated
from financial statements, footnotes,
MD&A, earnings releases, proxy
statements and more.

Know you always have current
information with real-time data updates
 
Filings are processed every 10 minutes.
Your data cards will automatically refresh
when new data becomes available from the
filings. You can follow companies an
receive notifications on all or specific filing
types.
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Select Relevant KPIs
 There are over 5,000 metrics available, it's
easy to experiment with different KPIs to
form the analysis you want. For this analysis,
we would select market cap and
funded/underfunded status as the KPIs to
chart.
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Select Companies to
Benchmark
Use our company list builder to select
companies with annual revenues or
market capitalization that meet your
range preference.

Explore Data with Interactive
Purpose-Built Charts
Try different chart types to determine the
best way to organize data and present
results clearly and exciting way. A scatter
plot was selected to visualize correlation
between market cap and
funded/underfunded status.

 Narrative Visualization with
"Hotspots"
Data visualization is promoted frequently for
its ability to reveal stories within data, idaciti
has added the capability for users to create and
embed "hotspots" in the narrative and guide
the viewers through the analysis interactively.

Collaborate and Share Card
Take advantage of a collaborative platform
to provide comments and share insights.
View traceback to verify the source of the
data. You can share a data card with any
users. You also have the option to send a
link of the card to anyone who is not a
registered user of idaciti to view the card
using a browser.

Stock-screen style companies selector

Chart correlation between Market Cap
and Pension Funded Status

Experiment different chart types
with a single click

Explain the meaning of the data in
your own words

Collaborate, share, comment, like.



Data is just a collection of numbers until you turn it into a narrative. The real
power of the structured data is to make the lifeless, static data come alive.
With idaciti, you can have confidence in the data with traceability, and also
able to create an insightful narrative to communicate effectively.
 

Data storytelling can be a difficult task, with idaciti it can be
accomplished with just a few clicks.

TURN DATA INTO INSIGHTS
450 Lexington Ave.

New York, NY 10017
Hello.idaciti.com

sales@idaciti.com

 
                                                                               Discovery Made Easy.
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